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Introduction to different soft heating cable technologies

To reflect the maximum temperatures allowed by the insulating polymers, the powers of flexible heating cables are generally between 5 and 30W/meter, exceptionally 40W/m and 60W/m for self-regulating cables. These cables are coiled or
laid longitudinally and in contact with the walls to heat. They are held in place by adhesives or metal strips. Classification
for fire resistance is governed by EN 60332 Standard.
Main recommendations for the use of flexible heating cables
Connections : the heating cable ends must necessarily be connected to a non-heating section before entering the electrical
control box.
Electrical protection :
All heating cables and ribbons must be installed with power protection complying with local regulations. For self regulating
cables, the French Standard NFC 15-100 requires a circuit breaker or a GFCI with 30mA magnetic gauge to ensure the protection of persons.
Specific issues related to current peaks of self-adjusting cables :
These cables cause a significant current surge when they power up when cold. Refer to records of cable manufacturers to check
the value.
Therefore, it is important to:
1. To adjust the breaker rating based on that surge (values indicated by the standard CEI60898).
2. Take into account this fact when selecting solid state relays. These surcharges are repetitive when the self-regulating cables
are controlled by an external control system, we recommend over sizing SSRs, since repetition of these current peaks limits the
lifetime of solid state relays (See above § for solid state relays).

Series technology

Bare series cable coiled on a
fiberglass core

Bare series cable coiled on a
fiberglass core with PVC,
silicone or FEP (PTFE)
insulation

Multi-strand series cable
with PVC, silicone or FEP
(PTFE) insulation

Series cable with metal
protection braiding

Series cable with nonheating return conductor

Series cable with two
heating conductors

Series cable in metal tubing
with magnesia insulation

The heating cables are composed of a multi-strand single conductor, the strands can be straight or wound on a fiberglass core.
The electrical insulation is typically PVC, Silicone, or FEP. The cables have a circular cross section and can accommodate a metal
braid as a mechanical protection that can itself be coated with a flexible insulator. Each cable end is connected to the power supply. They are also available with two parallel conductors, one heating and one not-heating for return connection back, and also
with two parallel heating conductors. They are defined by their metric resistance (Ohms / m) to be calculated according to the
power and voltage, as well as technical limitations (composition of the strands, the maximum temperature withstood by insulation). Their length cannot be on-site adjusted. Models without protective braid are generally used in the refrigeration industry
for defrosting cold room doors, defrost and evaporator flow, freeze protection of pipes, valves, water meters, etc. Models with
protective braid are used for heat-tracing of great length pipes in petro chemistry for example.
Cable ends :
The cable ends must be fitted with a non-heating portion, cable or wires, which may be crimped or soldered, then coated with
an insulator (silicone sleeve, heat shrink sleeve or molding: see pages 62-63)
Use heat shrink sleeves with caution for wire terminations if they are PVC, Polyolefin or flexible polymer-type TPR coated.
Temperature control :
This technology requires a temperature control system. A fixed setting thermostat, mostly a disc thermostat, can be molded at
one end of the cable in the two parallel conductor versions (see pages 60-61)
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Constant wattage cable with protective braid

These flat ribbon-shaped cables are composed of two non-heating copper conductors delivering the 230V supply over the entire
length of the ribbon.
The thermal effect is provided by the flow of current from one conductor to the other through a parallel mesh composed of
resistive nickel-chromium wires alternately welded to one and the other of the two conductors. The electrical insulation is typically PVC, polyolefin, silicone, or FEP. The cables are flat section and may receive a mechanical protection by a metal braid which
can itself be coated with a flexible insulator. These cords are connected to the power supply at one end, the other end to receive
electrical insulation covering the cut.
They are defined by a watts per meter value. This technology allows the cutting of the heating cable to length, with an output
directly proportional to the length.
It is adapted to maintain a medium heat, because its resistance does not vary as a function of temperature like for the selfregulating cables, and it is not restricted in temperature by the characteristics of the semiconductor resistive compound in selfregulating cables.
Cable ends :
The cable ends must be fitted with a non-heating portion, cable or wires, which may be crimped or soldered, then coated
with an insulation (silicone sleeve, heat shrink sleeve or molding: see pages 103-104)
Use heat shrink sleeves with caution for wire terminations if they are PVC, Polyolefin or flexible polymer-type TPR coated.
Temperature control :
This technology requires a temperature control system. A fixed setting thermostat, mostly a disc thermostat, can be molded at
one end of the cable in the two parallel conductor versions (see pages 93)

Parallel technology, self-regulating type

Self regulating cable with protective metal braid

Limiting power cable with spacer between conductors

These flat ribbon-shaped cables are composed of two non-heating copper conductors (sometimes 3), delivering the power supply over the entire length.
The thermal effect is ensured by an extruded plastic polymer conductor, connecting the two copper conductors.
This polymer main thermal characteristic is the variation in its resistivity and thus its power per linear meter, depending on its
temperature. This temperature is the result of its self-heating by Joule effect and its heat exchange outwardly by the wall on
which it is placed, as well as the external temperature. The power reduction is in the region of 65% between 0 and 140 ° C (maximum temperature withstood by the polymer semiconductor).
This helps delivering the required power depending on environmental conditions.
This cable is also self-limiting and its power is greatly reduced when approaching the polymer temperature limit, thus avoiding
destruction by overheating in the event of improper installation (overlapping or crossing wires, crossing insulation, etc). However, one must ensure that, in any case, the temperature of the fluid flowing in the pipe does not exceed the polymer critical
temperature or it would cause its destruction.
The counterpart of this resistivity increase as a function of temperature is a resistivity decrease when the temperature drops. The
starting power will be a function of ambient temperature. In the case of very cold environments, this causes large surges until the
cable reaches its operating temperature. The startup power will be a function of ambient temperature. In the case of very cold
environments, it causes large surges until the cable reaches its operating temperature.
A variant of this technology called power-limiting uses a coiled composite wire around two parallel conductors separated by a
spacer of constant width. The characteristics of this wire allow a power limitation as its (.../...) power raises quite strongly with
temperature.
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Constant wattage parallel technology
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Heat tracing application
The power reduction is in the region of 45% between 0 and 200 ° C. (Maximum operating temperature of the insulation).
This technology allows the cutting of the heating cable to length, with a maximum output directly proportional to the length. The
electrical insulation is usually Polyolefin, Silicone, FEP or PFA. The cables have a flat cross-section and may receive a mechanical
protection with metal braid that can itself be covered with a flexible insulation. These cords are connected to the power supply at
one end, the other end of the cord to receive electrical insulation covering the cut. They are defined by a watts per meter value.
Cable ends :
• Solution 1: the cable ends can be made non-heating by cutting the semi conductive black plastic area between both conductors,
over the whole connection length, which is usually long and tedious. After cutting, the wire non-heating part and plastic
semiconductor cut is irregular and difficult to seal, even with soft silicone caps. Because of this irregular cross-section, the seal at
the stuffing box packings cannot be guaranteed.
• Solution 2 (recommended by us): the cable ends must be fitted with a non-heating portion, cable or wires, which may be
crimped or soldered, then coated with an insulation (silicone sleeve, heat shrink sleeve or molding: see pages 103-104).
Important note:
The semi conductive compound (carbon filled HDPP) used in these heating cables does not have a high temperature resistance.
The use of heat-shrink sleeves on the ends and connections must be made with caution and avoid exceeding the compound
destruction temperature.
Temperature control:
This technology does not systematically require a temperature control. However we recommend that these devices are equipped
with temperature controls in order to control the temperature values requested by the processes.

Connection issues with heating cables
Overheating: their presence increases the room temperature. For example a box of volume 1500/2000cm 3 (current size of
housing) will increase the ambient temperature of 20 ° C with just 5 watts of power dissipated inside.
This corresponds to 20 cm of 25 watts per meter heating cable, that to say a possible length needed to connect 3 heating wires in
a distribution box. It is therefore important to avoid this type of assembly, especially when the box has an anti-freeze thermostat
which measuring element is located in the housing itself and is therefore sensitive to its internal temperature.
The boxes in this catalog having antifreeze thermostats have been designed so that the temperature sensing element is outside
the case. However, we recommend to connect the cables on a non-heating section prior to introduction into a control box to
avoid internal overheating. We therefore propose a range of solutions for connecting to cope with all situations.
Power grid: in most cases, the on-site connection is made with no available grid. We have developed connection systems via
screw terminals or crimp, which do not require power.
Cut-outs: they are often mounted on thermally insulated pipes and covered with a cover plate: we have focused on square and
rectangular cutouts for the mountin stands. They are easier to achieve without power tools.
Connections are generally made outdoors: we developed watertight connection systems, achievable without electricity, with
flexible caps and filling with liquid silicone which is room temperature vulcanizing. These caps have been designed to be easy to
fill and use a simple system that allows them to maintain this position during the filling time and polymerization.
For economic mounting, when a heating system is available, we offer two types of retractable sheaths with intensive shrinkage, single wall for mounting where sealing is not necessary, and double wall, with in-wall fuse,for mounting where sealing is
requested.
Removing the sheath and stripping are time-consuming: long and risky operations on oblong cables and in particular on these
self-regulating cables. We therefore developed a complete range of wire strippers for these cables.
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30 Antifreeze solutions

Electromechanical antifreeze protection devices , fixed setting types
Anti-freeze thermostat, for mounting on heating cable end, in silicone cap type A or K

1

This disc thermostat is adapted to cable end mounting, with small size
solder terminals and aluminum cup. It withstands silicone or epoxy
filling. See page 93 for assembly method.
Thermostat opens on temperature rise

2

Reference
4903EJ01006CUSV0
4911NP01006CUSV0
4993AJ00805HCSV0

3

Open (°C)
10+/-3
10+/-3
8+/-3

Close (°C)
4+/-3
4+/-3
3+/-2.5

Rating (250VAC)
16A
10A
8A

Other set points, terminals or brackets: contact us

Type
1
2
3

Thermostat for end cable connection with shrinkable sleeves

4

5

Anti-freeze thermostat, for mounting on heating cable end under double
wall shrinkable sleeve, with 6.3 x 0.8 horizontal tab terminals, for faston
connectors or soldering. Aluminum temperature sensing cup. Contact
opens on temperature rise.

Reference
4903EJ01006CL6H0
4911NP01006CL6H0
4993AJ00805HL6H0

6

Open (°C)
10+/-3
10+/-3
8+/-3

Close (°C)
4+/-3
4+/-3
3+/-2.5

Rating (250VAC)
16A
10A
8A

Other set points, terminals or brackets: contact us
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In the range of products we make, there are more than 30 different technical solutions and more than
150 product references to detect the freezing conditions. Those presented here are the most common
ones for domestic and semi-industrial applications. For more technical solutions for industrial applications, see the Y8 range of control boxes on pages 55 and following. For explosion proof applications,
see the Atex thermostats catalogue and their installation inside Y8 and Y9 series cabinets. For specific applications please do not hesitate to contact us
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Silicone connection sleeve type A for in-line integration of a disc thermostat on a
constant power parallel cable, on a self–regulating cable, or on a two conductor
series cable, with or without metal braid

End of line mounting on
a two conductors series
cable.

Mounting on the
beginning of line of a
self-regulating or constant
power parallel cable.

They allow the connection of heating cables on disc thermostats. Specifically
Reference
N°
intended for domestic anti-freeze tracing. When the assembly and filling 6YTNA1M085055056 A1
are performed according to installation instructions, they provide an IP65 6YTNA2M095045056 A2
seal. They advantageously replace the heat-shrinkable sleeves commonly 6YTNA3M115040056 A3
used for this application which do not always provide a perfect seal.
6YTNA4M115075056 A4
Average volume of silicone needed for filling: 4.8 ml
6YTNAM130050056 A5
Compatible anti-freeze thermostat: see page 92
6YTNA6M115060056 A6
End of line mounting on a two conductors series cable
Mounting on the beginning of line of a self-regulating or constant power Packaging: 10 pieces bag
parallel cable

Hole
8.5 x 5.5
9.5 x 4.5
11.5 x 4
11.5 x 7.5
13 x 5
11.5 x 6

Cable gauge
9 x 6 to 9.5 x 6.5
10 x 5 to 10.5 x 5.5
12 x 4.5 to 12.5 x 5
12 x 8 to 12.5 x 8.5
13.5 x 5.5 to 14 x 6
12 x 6 to 12.5 x 7

Cord Type K with silicone encapsulated anti-freeze thermostat, for connecting on the
beginning of line of a self-regulating or constant power parallel heating cable, with
or without metal braid.

This encapsulated cord H03VVF 0.75 mm² or H05VVF 1 mm², incorporates an anti-freeze thermostat. It is intended for use on self-regulating or constant power heating cables (the thermostat is in series with the power supply).
Particularly intended for domestic antifreeze tracing, they consist of three parts: the encapsulated cord 2 or 3 wires of 0,75mm² or 1mm² integrating
the thermostat described on page 92, a silicone sleeve for protecting the heating cable welds on the cap terminals, intended to be silicone filled, and an
insulation system avoiding leads to touch each other while filling.
They are available with or without grounding. Average volume of silicon needed for filling: 1 ml
Packaging:10 pieces box

Sub-assembly thermostat + cord

Cord with thermostat
Insulator

Reference

Type of cord

Reference

Type of cord

6YTTD20751001004

2 x 0.75mm², length 1 m, Euro plug 6A with 2 pins

6YTTD21001001004

2 x 1mm², length 1 m, Euro plug 6A with 2 pins
2 x 1mm², length 1.5 m, Euro plug 6A with 2 pins

6YTTD20751501004

2 x 0.75mm², length 1.5 m, Euro plug 6A with 2 pins

6YTTD21001501004

6YTTD20752001004

2 x 0.75mm², length 2 m, Euro plug 6A with 2 pins

6YTTD21002001004

2 x 1mm², length 2 m, Euro plug 6A with 2 pins

6YTTC30751001004

3 x 0.75mm², length1m, Euro plug 10A with ground

6YTTC31001001004

3 x 1mm², length1m, Euro plug 10A with ground

6YTTC30751501004

3 x 0.75mm², length 1.5 m, Euro plug 10A with ground

6YTTC31001501004

3 x 1mm², length 1.5 m, Euro plug 10A with ground

6YTTC30752001004

3 x 0.75mm², length 2 m, Euro plug 10A with ground

6YTTC31002001004

3 x 1mm², length 2 m, Euro plug 10A with ground

Connection sleeve

Sleeve and insulator sub-assembly for heating cable

Reference
6YTNK4085055056

Marking
K4

Hole
8.5 x 5.5

6YTNK5098055056

K5

9.8 x 5.5

6YTNK6115055056

K6

11,5 x 7,5

Description
Sleeve for silicone filling, mounts on heating cable 9 x 5 mm to
11 x 7 mm
Sleeve for silicone filling, mounts on heating cable 10 x 5 mm to
12 x 7 mm
Sleeve for silicone filling, mounts on heating cable 12 x 8 mm to
14 x 9 mm

Procedure (connection via tin solder with silicone filling)

Unsheathe of 20mm, splice and tin the
protective braid if there is one and, if
the cable is a self regulating one, cut the
semiconductor area on 10 mm. Strip the
leads of 6mm, then tin them.

Slide the sleeve on the heating cable.

Slide the sleeve A8 to the end of the
cord until it snaps in.

Fill with silicone in the larger hole, the
little hole is used for degassing.

Solder the heating cable leads to the
outputs of the thermostat equipped
cord.
Thermostat middle output is the earth,
weld the protective braid on this one

Position the silicone insulator between
the leads.
Warning : Some silicone are electrical
conductive before vulcanization. Please
wait full vulcanization before connecting
to power supply

After vulcanization, cut the two vents
used for filling.
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Antifreeze thermostat, throw wall mounting

8

Anti-freeze thermostat, for trough wall mounting on junction or connection boxes, 6.3 x 0.8 tab terminals. Aluminum temperature sensing extended cup. Contact opens on temperature rise.
The temperature sensing part of the thermostat is located outside the
box, and the electrical connection remains inside. Hole drill: dia 16.4
mm

9

Reference
Open (°C) Close (°C)
4903EJ01006CL6MF
10+/-3
4+/-3
4911NP01006CL6MF 10+/-3
4+/-3
4993AZ01006CL6MF
8+/-3
3+/-2.5

Rating (250VAC)
16A
10A
8A

Type
7
8
9

Other set points, terminals or brackets: contact us
Accessories: Kit including an NBR O-ring and two M3 screws for trough
wall mounting on plastic and aluminum housings
Reference

6YGA162015N

Thermostats front thread mounting M20 bolt
Anti-freeze thermostat with M20x1.5 front fitting
The thread of this thermostat allows to screw it inside a M20 x 1.5 fitting of heat tracing leg, or in any
place designed for a M20x1.5 cable gland. It is equipped with a tip (diameter 14 mm, length 8 mm)
to connect with the waterproof filling kit type G, if it is used at a greater distance from the box. (see
assembling method on page 52)
Ingress protection : IP65
Mounting : M20 X 1.5 fitting
Connection: two AWG15 wires (1.5 mm²) , blue color, FEP300V insulation, 2.6 mm dia., 150 mm length
Compatibility :
• with M20x1.5 fittings of the rear outlets on control boxes, connection boxes and SSR boxes
• with M20x1.5 fittings of through-insulation kits
References
49JBAJ01006JVFC8
49JBAP01006JVFC8
49JBAZ00805HVFC8

Open (°C)
10+/-3
10+/-3
8+/-3

Close (°C)
4+/-3
4+/-3
3+/-2.5

Rating (A)
16A
10A
8A

Waterproof thermostats back thread mounting M20 bolt
Anti-freeze thermostat with M20x1.5 back fitting (Protruding sensing element)
The thread of this thermostat allows to screw it inside a M20 x 1.5 fitting of heat tracing leg, or and
any place designed for a M20x1.5 cable gland, with an outside protruding sensing element. It can also
be used inside M20 tubular connection box. It is equipped with a tip (diameter 14 mm, length 8 mm)
to connect with the waterproof filling kit type G, if it is used at a greater distance from the box. (see
assembling method on page 52)
Protection : IP65
Mounting : M20 X 1.5 fitting
Connection: twoAWG15 wires (1.5 mm²) , blue color, FEP300V insulation, 2.6 mm dia., 150 mm length
Compatibility :
• with M20x1.5 fittings of the rear outlets on control boxes, connection boxes and SSR boxes
• with M20x1.5 fittings of through-insulation kits
• with M20 tubular connection boxes
References
49JBBJ01006JVFC8
49JBBP01006JVFC8
49JBBZ00805HVFC8
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Open (°C)
10+/-3
10+/-3
8+/-3

Close (°C)
4+/-3
4+/-3
3+/-2.5
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Miniature tubular connection box with ceramic connection block, for anti-freeze
thermostat and heating cables

Flat cable output

Standard cable gland output

One antifreeze thermostat with M20 thread is screwed at one side, and cable output is made at the other side. It can also be used to connect two cables or
for connecting a flat heating cable to a conventional non heating round cable.
Tubular housing material: POM (Delrin) tube, OD. 25 mm x 70 mm
End threads: 2 x M20x1,5. This allows to mount a M20 waterproof antifreeze thermostat, a standard cable gland M20x1.5 or a M20x1.5 gaskets for flat cables
Internal connection: on 3 x 2.5 mm² round ceramic connection block, Stripping length: 6+1/-0mm.
Maximum lead diameter: 2 mm.
Ceramic connection block screws recommended torque: 0.6 Nm +/-25%
References
Side A
Side B
66FS15002210416200 Thermostat 10/4°C, 16A M20 x 1.5 thread, no cable gland
66FS1500221041620P Thermostat 10/4°C, 16A
ISO M20 nylon cable gland
66FS15002210416XXS* Thermostat 10/4°C, 16A
Flat cable silicone gasket*
66FS15002210410200 Thermostat 10/4°C, 10A M20 x 1.5 thread, no cable gland
66FS1500221041020P Thermostat 10/4°C, 10A
ISO M20 nylon cable gland
66FS15002210410XXS* Thermostat 10/4°C, 10A
Flat cable silicone gasket*
66FS15002208308200
Thermostat 8/3°C, 8A
M20 x 1.5 thread, no cable gland
66FS1500220830820P
Thermostat 8/3°C, 8A
ISO M20 nylon cable gland
66FS15002208308XXS*
Thermostat 8/3°C, 8A
Flat cable silicone gasket*
			* XX= silicone cable gland number, see number and sizes P57

Wall mounting antifreeze thermostats

Antifreeze thermostats with junction box

In these boxes, the thermostat is over-molde, and is thermally insulated from the wall on which it is mounted. Its temperature sensing cup is mechanically
protected by a grid. It is located in front of the enclosure to be in an area of natural circulation of air.
To allow its wall mounting, the box has two outer side lugs, which can be removed when assembly is made with internal screws.
These junction boxes, made in ABS-PC, come in two configurations :
• IP65, electrical output with two M20 cable glands,
• IP40, rear exit cable for wall mounting, without visible cable.
They also come in two colors:
• Black, for outdoor applications with good UV resistance ,
• Cream for indoor or domestic applications.
Variants with one or two lamps 230V (P1, P2), if necessary, can indicate the presence of power supply and load heating.
The cover has a receptacle for identification by riveted stainless steel plates or adhesive label.
It is also possible to produce these boxes with dia. 20 mm output holes and no cable glands. Contact us
Internal connections: built in
					References
terminal block , 6 screw terminals,
8A 250V thermostat 10A 250V thermostat 16A 250V thermostat 1 pilot 2 pilot Backside 2 Cable gland
Color 4 mm²
(8°C/3°C)
49JD1Z00805HCSV0
49JD7Z00805HCSV0
49JD2Z00805HCSV0
49JD8Z00805HCSV0
49JD3Z00805HCSV0
49JD9Z00805HCSV0
49JH1Z00805HCSV0
49JH7Z00805HCSV0
49JH2Z00805HCSV0
49JH8Z00805HCSV0
49JH3Z00805HCSV0
49JH9Z00805HCSV0

(10°C/4°C)
49JD1P01006CUSV0
49JD7P01006CUSV0
49JD2P01006CUSV0
49JD8P01006CUSV0
49JD3P01006CUSV0
49JD9P01006CUSV0
49JH1P01006CUSV0
49JH7P01006CUSV0
49JH2P01006CUSV0
49JH8P01006CUSV0
49JH3P01006CUSV0
49JH9P01006CUSV0

(10°C/4°C)
49JD1J01006CUSV0
49JD7J01006CUSV0
49JD2J01006CUSV0
49JD8J01006CUSV0
49JD3J01006CUSV0
49JD9J01006CUSV0
49JH1J01006CUSV0
49JH7J01006CUSV0
49JH2J01006CUSV0
49JH8J01006CUSV0
49JH3J01006CUSV0
49JH9J01006CUSV0

light
x
x

x
x

lights

output
x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x

outputs
x
x
x
x
x
x

black
black
black
black
black
black
cream
cream
cream
cream
cream
cream
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Antifreeze junction box with DIN rail

Housing: IP65, Black PA66 glass fiber reinforced (Standard housing of Y8 series)
Dimensions: 180 x 120 x 78 mm
Cover: Black Polycarbonate
DIN Rail: length 80 mm, allows the mounting of*:
• 18 Cage terminal blocks 1.5 mm ²
• 12 Cage terminal blocks 2.5 mm ² or 4mm ²
• 9 Cage terminal blocks 6 mm ²
• 7 Cage terminal blocks for 10 mm ²
* Estimation: quantity may vary upon terminal block type and manufacturer
Antifreeze thermostat: Trough wall mounted, the temperature sensitive portion is located in a ventilated channel located on the rear side, and mechanically protected. It is
not influenced by the housing internal temperature.
Open: 10 ° C + / -4, close: 4 ° C + / -3. Rating 250V 16A, 6.35 QC terminals connection.
Cable glands: An entry for M20 standard cable gland and three M20x1.5 threaded outputs for flat cables M20 cable gland (see gaskets P110) and 2 rear outputs M20 X 1.5
closed by M20 X 1.5 cap with gasket
Accessories:
• 4 wall mounting removable rear mounting tabs
• 10 red plastic seals
Reference
Y8B0000L100020J1

Antifreeze junction box with incorporated connection block

			
Housing: IP65, Black PA66 glass fiber reinforced (Standard housing of Y8 series)
Dimensions: 180 x 120 x 78 mm
Cover: Black polycarbonate
Connection block: standard Y housings connection block, 5 x 6mm² and 5 x 2.5mm², no internal wiring
Antifreeze thermostat: Through wall mounted, the temperature sensitive portion is located in a ventilated channel located on the rear side, and mechanically protected. It is not influenced by the housing internal temperature.
Open: 10 ° C + / -4, close: 4 ° C + / -3. Rating 250V 16A, 6.35 QC terminals connection.
Cable glands: An entry for M20 standard cable gland and three M20x1.5 threaded outputs for flat cables M20 cable
gland (see gaskets P110) and 2 rear outputs M20 X 1.5 closed by M20 X 1.5 cap with gasket
Accessories:
• 4 wall mounting removable rear mounting tabs
• 10 red plastic seals
Reference
Y8B00E1SK00020J1

Fully wired antifreeze junction box, 16A 250V, 3 outputs

			
Housing: IP65, Black PA66 glass fiber reinforced (Standard housing of Y8 series)
Dimensions: 180 x 120 x 78 mm
Cover: Clear polycarbonate
Connection block: standard Y housings connection block, 5 x 6mm² and 5 x 2.5mm².
Antifreeze thermostat: Through wall mounted, the temperature sensitive portion is located in a ventilated channel
located on the rear side, and mechanically protected. It is not influenced by the housing internal temperature.
Open: 10 ° C + / -4, close: 4 ° C + / -3. Rating 250V 16A, 6.35 QC terminals connection.
Wiring: protected against accidental hand contact by an internal cover. Includes power supply line with Phase, Neutral
and ground on 6mm² terminals, and outputs for 3 heating circuits.
Pilot lights: 230V High luminosity LED, located under the clear cover. Green indicates power supply and red indicates
power output.
Cable glands: An entry for M20 standard cable gland and three M20x1.5 threaded outputs for flat cables M20 cable
gland (see gaskets P110) and 2 rear outputs M20 X 1.5 closed by M20 X 1.5 cap with gasket
Accessories:
• 4 wall mounting removable rear mounting tabs
• 10 red plastic seals
Reference
Y8TE903SK0002UF1
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Fully wired antifreeze junction box, 3 x 16A 400V with neutral, 3 outputs,
remote control connection

			
Housing: IP65, Black PA66 glass fiber reinforced (Standard housing of Y8 series)
Dimensions: 180 x 120 x 78 mm
Cover: Clear polycarbonate
Connection block: standard Y housings connection block, 5 x 6mm² and 5 x 2.5mm².
Antifreeze thermostat: Through wall mounted, the temperature sensitive portion is located in a ventilated channel
located on the rear side, and mechanically protected. It is not influenced by the housing internal temperature.
Open: 10 ° C + / -4, close: 4 ° C + / -3. Rating 250V 16A, 6.35 QC terminals connection.
Wiring: protected against accidental hand contact by an internal cover. Includes power supply line with 3 Phase, Neutral
and Ground on 6mm² terminals, and 3 Phase, Neutral and Ground output. Includes a power relay board 3 x 16A.
Relay and pilot lights are 230V. So, neutral is mandatory.
Pilot lights: 230V High luminosity LED, located under the clear cover. Green indicates power supply and red indicates
power output.
Cable glands: An entry for M20 standard cable gland and three M20x1.5 threaded outputs for flat cables M20 cable
gland (see gaskets P110) and 2 rear outputs M20 X 1.5 closed by M20 X 1.5 cap with gasket
Accessories:
• 4 wall mounting removable rear mounting tabs
• 10 red plastic seals
Reference
Y8TE9E3SM0002RF1

Wiring diagram

Electromechanical antifreeze protection devices, adjustable setting types
IP30 housing adjustable electromechanical thermostat, capillary output
Housing: IP30, 77 x 54 x 46 mm, (Knob and cable gland not included), black PC-ABS, UL94V0. High
impact and UV resistance. Stainless steel wall mounting plate, with 2 plastic lugs.
Electrical input: PG11 cable gland. Temperature Adjustment: With °C printed knob. °F printed knobs
available in option
Sensing element: Liquid filled bulb, distance measurement with capillary.
Adjustment ranges:-35+35°C , 4-40°C*
Capillary length: 1.5 m
Electrical connections: screw terminals
Differential:
-35+35: 3°C±2
4-40°C: 3°C ±2
Mounting: Wall mounting, by two side lugs with holes for dia 4 to 6 mm screws, 60 mm distance.
Rating: 16A res. 230VAC, SPDT.
References
Temperature ranges*
8GA-35035AO6000J
-35+35°C
8GA004040AO6000J
4-40°C
* Other existing temperature ranges: 30-90°C, 30-110°C, 50-200°C, 50-300°C
For more information about this product, ask for Y1-Y5 range catalogue
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Housing: IP65, 100 x50 x 69 mm, PA66 30%FG, UL94V0. High impact and UV resistance, with
waterproof gasket on thermostat shaft (1). Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mounting
plate which keeps temperature sensing element away from the wall.
Electric input: PG13.5 cable gland. (2)
Temperature adjustment: By temperature printed knob, this knob has an adjustable rotation limit
system located inside the knob that allows to reduce the adjustment range (3).
°F printed knobs available in option
Sensing element: Liquid filled bulb (4). Temperature measurement is made backside (5).
Adjustment ranges:-35+35°C , 4-40°C,
Electrical connections: Inside, on screw terminals (6)
Differential:
-35+35: 3°C±2
4-40°C: 3°C ±2
Mounting: Wall mounting, by 4 holes for screws dia 4 to 6 mm, 90 x 65 mm distance (7)
Identification: Location for 20 x 40 mm identification label, adhesive or riveted (8)
Rating: 16A res. 230VAC, SPDT.
References*
Temperature adjustment range
89T-35035AB60606
-35+35°C
89T004040AB60606
4-40°C
* This product is also produced with capillary output and temperature ranges: -35+35°C, 4-40°C,
30-90°C, 30-110°C, 50-200°C, 50-300°C
For more information about this product, ask for Y1-Y5 range catalogue

IP65 aluminum housing adjustable electromechanical thermostat, internal adjustment
Housing: aluminum, IP65, IK10, , 102 x120 x 85 mm. Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mounting plate which keeps temperature sensing element away from the wall.
Electrical input: M16 cable gland, PA66
Temperature adjustment: By internal knob
Sensing element: Liquid filled bulb. Temperature measurement is made by bulb located on the side
of the mounting bracket
Adjustment ranges:-25+55°C ,-10+15°C, 0-50°C,
Electrical connections: Inside, on screw terminals
Differential:
Standard: 3
Reduced: 2
Mounting: Wall mounting, by 4 holes for screws dia. 4 to 5 mm, 94 x 92 mm distance
Identification: Location for 20 x 60 mm identification label, riveted.
Rating: 15A res. 230/400VAC, SPDT, electrical life >500.000 cycles. Reduced differential model cannot
be used in 400VAC
Storage temperature limits :-50+ 70°C
Working temperature limits :-20+60°C
References with
References with reduced
Temperature adjustment range
standard differential*
differential*
KRA-25025220E
KUA-25025220E
-25+25°C
KRA-10015200E
KUA-10015200E
-10+15°C
KRA000050200E
KUA000050200E
0-50°C
* This product is also produced with capillary output and temperature ranges up to 760°C, and also
in explosion proof version.
For more information about this product, ask for Y1-Y5 range catalogue or for Atex thermostats
catalogue

IP65 aluminum housing adjustable electromechanical thermostat, external adjustment
Housing: aluminum, IP65, IK10, 102 x120 x 85 mm. Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mounting plate which keeps temperature sensing element away from the wall.
Electrical input: M16 cable gland, PA66
Temperature adjustment: By internal knob
Sensing element: Liquid filled bulb. Temperature measurement is made by bulb located on the side
of the mounting bracket
Adjustment ranges:-25+55°C ,-10+15°C, 0-50°C,
Electrical connections: Inside, on screw terminals
Differential:
Standard: 3
Reduced: 2
Mounting: Wall mounting, by 4 holes for screws dia. 4 to 5 mm, 94 x 92 mm distance
Identification: Location for 20 x 60 mm identification label, riveted.
Rating: 15A res. 230/400VAC, SPDT, electrical life >500.000 cycles. Reduced differential model cannot
be used in 400VAC
Storage temperature limits :-50+ 70°C
Working temperature limits :-20+60°C
References with
References with reduced
Temperature adjustment range
standard differential*
differential*
KRA-25025220F
KUA-25025220F
-25+25°C
KRA-10015200F
KUA-10015200F
-10+15°C
KRA000050200F
KUA000050200F
0-50°C
* This product is also produced with capillary output and temperature ranges up to 760°C, and also
in explosion proof version.
For more information about this product, ask for Y1-Y5 range catalogue or for Atex thermostats
catalogue
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Antifreeze adjustable electromechanical thermostat, protected sensing element,
IP54 housing
Enclosure : Light cream color PC-ABS (RAL1010), small footprint , can be hand held of wall mounted
Ingress protection rating: IP54 (IEC 60529)
Mechanical impact resistance: IK05 (EN 62262)
Flammability: UL94-V0
Electrical connection: on a closed screw terminals connection block cavity located backside, for wires
gauge up to 2.5 mm². Cables are secured by a saddle retainer, and grommets. If needed, ground,
neutral and phase can be connected in input and output.
Power inlet and outlet: throw grommets for cables dia 6 to 8 mm. Over-molded cables on request
(MOQ applies)
Adjustment: by °C printed knob, with min or max position adjustment. °F printed knobs on request.
Temperature sensing bulb: The temperature sensing bulb is located backside, in a vented and
protected cavity
Adjustment ranges:-35+35°C , 4-40°C,
Differential:
-35+35: 3°C±2
4-40°C: 3°C ±2
Mounting: Wall mounting, for screws dia 4 to 6 mm, 55 mm distance
Identification: Location backside for 20 x 40 mm identification label, adhesive or riveted
Electrical contact: SPDT 16A 250V
Wiring diagram :

Main references without cords
Temperature range
References *
-35+35°C
Y5T1BA70000CUAF2
4-40°C
Y5T1CA70000CUAF2
* This product is also produced with capillary output and temperature ranges: -35+35°C, 4-40°C,
30-90°C, 30-110°C, 50-200°C, 50-300°C
For more information about this product, ask for Y1-Y5 range catalogue

Electronic antifreeze protection devices, adjustable setting types
Antifreeze adjustable electronic thermostat, protected sensing element, adjustable
differential, IP54 housing
Enclosure : Light cream color PC-ABS (RAL1010), small footprint , can be hand held of wall mounted
Ingress protection rating: IP54 (IEC 60529)
Mechanical impact resistance: IK05 (EN 62262)
Flammability: UL94-V0
Electrical connection: on a closed screw terminals connection block cavity located backside, for wires
gauge up to 2.5 mm². Cables are secured by a saddle retainer, and grommets. Ground, neutral and
phase can be connected in input and output.
Electrical inlet and outlet: throw grommets for cables dia 6 to 8 mm. Over-molded cables available
on request (MOQ applies)
Adjustment: by °C printed knob, with min or max position adjustment. °F printed knobs on request.
Power supply: 90-250VAC, 50 or 60Hz
Temperature sensor: NTC sensor, located backside, in a vented and protected cavity
Adjustment ranges:-35+35°C , 0-10°C, 4-40°C,
Differential: adjustable by potentiometer located under the knob
Mounting: Wall mounting, for screws dia 4 to 6 mm, 55 mm distance
Identification: Location backside for 20 x 40 mm identification label, adhesive or riveted
Electrical contact: SPST 16A 250V - Electronic thermostat: SPST+ ground terminal. Open on rise or
close on rise action can be set by switch located under the knob.
Wiring diagram :

Temperature range
References*
-35+35°C
Y5TM1AA0000CUCF2
0-10°C
Y5TM2AA0000CUCF2
4-40°C
Y5TM3AA0000CUCF2
* This product is also produced with remote sensor and temperature ranges: -35+35°C, 4-40°C, 0-10°C,
30-90°C, 30-110°C, 50-200°C, 50-300°C
For more information about this product, ask for Y1-Y5 range catalogue
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Enclosure: Light cream color PC-ABS (RAL1010), small footprint , can be hand held or wall mounted
Ingress protection rating: IP54 (IEC 60529)
Mechanical impact resistance: IK05 (EN 62262) with display protected by plastic window
Flammability: UL94-V0
Electrical connection: on a closed screw terminals connection block cavity located backside, for wires
gauge up to 2.5 mm². Cables are secured by a saddle retainer, and grommets. Ground, neutral and
phase can be connected in input and output.
Electrical inlet and outlet: throw grommets for cables dia 6 to 8 mm. Over-molded cables available
on request (MOQ applies)
Adjustment: by up, down and set keys
Display: selectable in °C or °F (3 digits)
Power supply: 90-250VAC, 50 or 60Hz
Temperature sensor: Pt100 RTD, located backside, in a vented and protected cavity
Temperature control action: ON-OFF or PID with auto-tune function
Differential: adjustable when ON-OFF action is selected
Mounting: Wall mounting, for screws dia 4 to 6 mm, 55 mm distance
Identification: Location backside for 20 x 40 mm identification label, adhesive or riveted
Electrical contact: SPST, 16A 250V. Open on rise or close on rise action can be selected
Wiring diagram :

Temperature range
Reference *
-29,9+49,9°C
Y5EQ9AA0000NUDF2
* This product is also produced with remote sensor and temperature ranges up to 999°C, Pt100 or
thermocouple input
For more information about this product, ask for Y1-Y5 range catalogue

Digital display electronic controller for freezing control, Din Rail mounting, ON-OFF.
This electronic temperature controller with the simplest and instinctive end user setting, was designed
for simple incorporation inside cabinets with DIN rail mounting, and to be used by not highly trained
operators.
It provides °C or °F display, On Off action with adjustable temperature differential, and heating or cooling relay output setting.
Dimensions: 86.9 x 58 x 52.5 mm
Display: 3+1 digit LED. The fourth digit is used to display °C or °F, upon setting made.
Set point setting: In normal use, the display shows measured temperature. Push “Set” key will display
the set point value, at that time it can be adjusted with ” +” and “-“ keys. Push “set” again or no action
during 5 seconds will register the new set point value and bring back display to measured value.
Temperature differential setting: In normal use, the display shows measured temperature. Push “D”
key will display the differential value, at that time it can be adjusted with” +” and “-“ keys. Push “D”
again or no action during 5 seconds will register the new differential value and bring back display to
measured value.
Action: On-OFF
Temperature sensor: Pt100 2 or 3 wires
Accuracy: +/-1% of scale
Temperature adjustment range: -30, 0 to +40, 0°C (-20,0 + 99.9°F)
Other temperature range available: -30+400°C
Power supply: 90 to 240V, 50Hz or 60Hz
Relay output: SPNO, 16A250V res., 100000 cycles.
Relay action: Heating or cooling, open or close on temperature rise output relay action can be selected
by a dip switch on circuit (Needs to open the housing)
°C or °F display: can be selected by a dip switch on circuit (Needs to open the housing by the installator)
Ambiant: -20+50°C, 10-85% RH
Power: <2W
Fail safe safety:
• If no power supply, relay output contact will open
• If Pt100 sensor is broken or not connected properly, relay output contact will open and display will
show “EEE”
• If measured temperature is higher than 40,0°C or 99,9°F, display will show HHH
• If measured temperature is lower than -30,0°C or -20,0°F, display will show LLL
Electrical connections:
• Power input: Neutral, phase, ground, with 2.5 mm² terminals
• Power output: Neutral, phase, ground, with 2.5 mm² terminals for direct connection to the load.
• Temperature sensor: three 2.5 mm² screw terminals
One removable jumper provides a potential free relay output for applications needing a separate circuit for relay, external timer or other.
Standards: Complies with EMC (CE), ROHS and Reach
Temperature controller reference
2DNAP6F0-4005000

Pt100 Temperature sensor

Must be ordered separately, not included in the temperature controller
Reference with L= 2M and stainless steel probe TSR50030I2000BK6
Other Pt100 are available, see page 51
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Antifreeze adjustable electronic temperature controller, digital display, protected
sensing element, IP54 housing
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Types of the Y8 range with antifreeze versions*

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

* see other pages of this catalogue for full description

Y8 with single pole
bulb and capillary
Page: 56 to 59

Y8 with 3 pole bulb
and capillary
Page: 56 to 59

Y8 with explosion proof
bulb and capillary
Page: 56 to 59

Y8 with 77 x 35mm
electronic control,
On-OFF, single display
Page: 62 to 63

Y8 with 48 x 48 mm
electronic control,
ON OFF and PID,
double display
Page: 64 to 65

Y8 with twin 48 x 25
mm electronic control,
ON OFF and PID, single
display
Page: 66 to 67

Assembly examples of temperature sensors and thermostats with M20x1.5 fitting

On a mounting
stand, for pipe
temperature
control

On a mounting
plate, for pipe
temperature
control

Through insulation
mount, for
ambient
temperature
control

For ambient
temperature
control, outside a
plastic box

For surface
temperature control on flat heating
element
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temperature
control in a SS R
box
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Temperature sensors and line end pilot light
Heating line end pilot light

Ref. 230V
6YL2023YF150R6
120V models : contact us
Other indicator lights : see page 80
Mounting on through insulation plate: see page 107
Assemblies on cables and wires: see page 105

Pt100 sensor with M20x1.5 front fitting
3 wires Pt100 sensor in an anodized aluminum bolt.
For temperature control of a pipe surface: to be screwed on the mounting stand. The length of the
conductor outputs allows direct connection into the control box via the M20 rear outlets, if this
component is mounted on the same stand;
For ambient temperature control: to be screwed from the inside on a M20x1.5 rear outlet.
Connection: AWG18 wires, FEP, 300V, 150 mm length.
2 white AWG18 wires correspond to one pole of the Pt100, the blue wire to the other pole.
It is equipped with a tip (diameter 14 mm) to connect with the waterproof filling kit type G, if it is used
at a greater distance from the box.
See assembling method on page 105
Reference

TSJBA265A0150BT6

Pt100 sensor with M20x1.5 back fitting
3 wires Pt100 sensor in an anodized aluminum bolt.
To measure the temperature outside of cabinet: can be screwed directly to the rear outputs M20
thread or to the cable gland outlet board.
Can also be mounted on the insulation output plates or directly through the sheet into a dia. 20 mm
hole, tightened with a cable gland nut
Connection: AWG18 wires, FEP, 300V, 150 mm length.
2 white AWG18 wires correspond to one pole of the Pt100, the blue wire to the other pole.
It is equipped with a tip (diameter 14 mm) to connect with the waterproof filling kit type G, if it is used
at a greater distance from the box.
See assembling method on page 105
Reference

TSJBA266A0150BT6

NTC thermistor with M20x1.5 front fitting
2 wires NTC in an anodized aluminum bolt
For temperature control of a pipe surface: to be screwed on the mounting stand. The length of the
conductor outputs allows direct connection into the control box via the M20 rear outlets, if this
component is mounted on the same stand;
For ambient temperature control: to be screwed from the inside on a M20x1.5 rear outlet.
Connection: AWG18 white wires, FEP, 300V, 150 mm length.
Each lead wire corresponds to a pole of the NTC.
It is equipped with a tip (diameter 14 mm) to connect with the waterproof filling kit type G, if it is used
at a greater distance from the box. See assembling method on page 105
Reference

Value A

Value B

TNJBA265265A01501R6

10 Kohms @25°C

3380

TMJBA265265A01501R6

3.3 Kohms @100°C

3970

TPJBA265265A01501R6

500 Kohms @25°C

4260

NTC thermistor with M20x1.5 back fitting
2 wires NTC in an anodized aluminum bolt
To measure the temperature outside of cabinet: can be screwed directly to the rear outputs M20
thread or to the cable gland outlet board.
Can also be mounted on the insulation output plates or directly through the sheet into a dia. 20 mm
hole, tightened with a cable gland nut
Connection: AWG18 white wires, FEP, 300V, 150 mm length.
Each lead wire corresponds to a pole of the NTC.
It is equipped with a tip (diameter 14 mm) to connect with the waterproof filling kit type G, if it is used
at a greater distance from the box. See assembling method on page 105
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Reference

Value A

Value B

TNJBA266265A01501R6

10 Kohms @25°C

3380

TMJBA266265A01501R6

3.3 Kohms @100°C

3970

TPJBA266265A01501R6

500 Kohms @25°C

4260
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This pilot light shows the presence of 230V at the end of a parallel
heating cable. It is screwed on the insulation plate, or on any other
outlet with M20x1.5 thread. The set includes an indicator light, two
stainless steel washers and two M20x1.5 nuts
Bulb type: Neon
Ingress protection: IP65, molded translucent orange silicone
Connection: AWG18, FEP300V insulation, dia 1.9mm, 150 mm length
It has a diameter 14 mm tip to connect with the filling kit type G (see
assembly method on page 105)

Connection systems for heating cables with silicone filling

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Silicone connection sleeve, type G, for accessories with dia 14 mm tip.
Used to connect two or three conductors or a cable on :
• Anti-freeze thermostat
• Surface mount thermostat
• End Of Line indicator light
• Pt100 sensor
• NTC sensor
When the filling is done according to installation instructions, it
provides an IP65 sealing.
After crimping the conductors, fits with a light grip on the 14
mm diameter cylindrical parts of the accessories.
It has a holding tab for filling and a pulling tab to drag it in and
internal guidelines that maintain a constant distance between
connections when filling.
Average volume of silicon needed for filling: 5 ml (5 cm3).
Reference
6YTNG1M140000060
Packaging: 10 pieces bag

Silicone sleeves type E, for self regulating heating cable end or constant power cable, or two
conductors series cable.
Reference

N°

Hole

Cable gauge

6YTNE1M085055072

E1

8.5 x 5.5

9 x 6 to 9.5 x 6.5

6YTNE2M095045072

E2

9.5 x 4.5

10 x 5 to10.5 x 5.5

6YTNE3M115040072

E3

11.5 x 4

12 x 4.5 to 12.5 x 5

6YTNE4M115075072

E4

11.5 x 7.5

12 x 8 to 12.5 x 8.5

6YTNE5M130050072

E5

13 x 5

13.5 x 5.5 to 14 x 6

6YTNE6M115060072

E6

11.5 x 6

12 x 6 to 12.5 x 7

Slip by pressing lightly on the unconnected ends of heating cables. When the filling is done according to installation instructions, they provide an IP65 sealing.Include a funnel for easy RTV filling and a holding tab for filling. The square section allows
pipe mounting with a wireclamp or clamp. These sleeves can possibly be cut in the middle after polymerization. Average
volume of silicone needed for filling: 1.4 ml
Packaging: 10 pieces bag

Silicone connection sleeve type C for constant power heating cable parallel or self-regulating with
protective and grounding metal braid.

They allow the connection of heating cables on non-heating conventional
conductors. When the assembly and filling are performed according to installation instructions, they provide an IP65 seal.
Composed of a silicone sleeve adapted to heating cables, 3 x AWG15
wires (1.5 mm ²) FEP insulated 300V, 300mm length (diameter 2.4 mm),
equipped with a cable shoe and a tubular crimp terminal. The connection
to the control boxes is made with the M20x1.5 accessories with 2.4mm
holes.
Average volume of silicone needed for filling: 1.6 ml
Packaging: 10 pieces bag

Reference

N°

Hole

6YTNC13085055056

C1

8.5 x 5.5

9 x 6 to 9.5 x 6.5

6YTNC23095045056

C2

9.5 x 4.5

10 x 5 to 10.5 x 5.5

6YTNC33115040056

C3

11.5 x 4

12 x 4.5 to 12.5 x 5

6YTNC43115075056

C4

11.5 x 7.5

12 x 8 to 12.5 x 8.5

6YTNC53130050056

C5

13 x 5

13.5 x 5.5 to 14 x 6

6YTNC63115060056

C6

11.5 x 6

12 x 6 to 12.5 x 7
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Connection systems for heating cables with silicone filling

They allow the connection of heating cables on non-heating conventional
conductors. When the assembly and filling are performed according to
installation instructions, they provide an IP65 seal. Used with AWG15
wires (1.5 mm ²) FEP insulated 300V, 300mm length (diameter 2.4 mm),
equipped with a cable shoe and a tubular crimp terminal. After crimping
non-heating wires, the connection to the control box is made with the
M20x1.5 accessories with 2.4mm holes.
Average volume of silicone needed for filling: 1 ml

Reference

N°

Hole

Cable gauge

6YTND12085055056
6YTND22095045056
6YTND32115040056
6YTND42115075056
6YTND52130050056
6YTND62115060056
Packaging: 10 pieces bag

D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6

8.5 x 5.5
9.5 x 4.5
11.5 x 4
11.5 x 7.5
13 x 5
11.5 x 6

9 x 6 to 9.5 x 6.5
10 x 5 to 10.5 x 5.5
12 x 4.5 to 12.5 x 5
12 x 8 to 12.5 x 8.5
13.5 x 5.5 to 14 x 6
12 x 6 to 12.5 x 7

Silicone connection sleeve type B for constant power or self-regulating heating cable, without non-heating
patch, of which heating part between both conductors has been cut off.
Mounted on conductors of self-regulating cables which sleeve has been removed.
Wire crossing diameter: 4.3 mm
Oblong crossing gauge: 12 x 4 mm
Total length: 150 mm
Mounting: It is recommended to fill the sleeve with liquid silicone before putting it on the conductors. The possible metal braid must be twisted and is not inserted into the sleeve. Requires
the use of cable gland packings with two or three slots. Sealing not guaranteed.
Average volume of silicone needed for filling: 1.4 ml
Reference
6YTNB12120040150
Packaging: 10 pieces bag

The filling silicone

Specific accessories for silicone filling
Silicone Vulcanizing at room temperature. Very smooth, fills the caps well and without bubbles. Comes with a
special nozzle that directs the liquid silicone in the desired location without spilling.
Color: red
Packaging: 45 ml tube.
Temperature resistance: 280°C.
Vulcanization time at room temperature: 12 to 24 hours depending on thickness
Vulcanized hardness: 35 Shore A
Volume resistivity: 4*1015 ohms/cm.
Displacement: 150%.
Breakdown voltage: 16KV/mm.
To be used on clean surfaces

Silicone filling stand

Reference

6YTMC2000ELH062A

Intended for use with sealed connection sleeves types A, C, D, E, F, G. This stand keeps the pieces
vertically while filling the liquid silicone on-site.
Mounts directly during assembly on the pipe, with a plastic clamp or a spring, or is placed on a
flat surface. It prevents the reversal of parts during filling. The sleeves and cable ends cling by
their taps. Contact us for multiple mounting stand for wiring workshop
Reference
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Silicone connection sleeve type D for constant power heating cable parallel or self-regulating without
protective and grounding metal braid.

Cables and accessories connection methods with silicone filling
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Sensors and accessories to be mounted in ISO M20x1.5 threads (type G sleeves)

Cut the lead wires of the
accessory to 13mm, strip
the conductors of 6 to 8mm,
twist them and insert the
stripped portion into each
tubular connector.

Position the assembly on the
Crimp the tubular connectors
Insert the wires into the
with the hexagonal
silicone sleeve. Make sure filling support and lock it with
the upper flap of the sleeve,
crimping pliers. The center
that the conductors are in
of each crimp must be at
their dedicated holes. Slip the which has a flange for this
purpose.
around 4mm from the edge.
sleeve on the wires to the
stop after the locking grooves Fill with liquid silicone. It is
by using the bottom flap. The possible to cut the insertion
and filling flaps after
conductors are then entirely
polymerization.
set in their places.

Heating cables on non heating ends (Sleeves C and D)

Cut the ribbon to the
requested length.

Insert the wires into the
smallest part of the silicone
sleeve. Ensure that the
conductors are inserted in
their dedicated holes. The
central hole is for the ground
conductor.

Strip the two conductors of Crimp the tubular connectors
• Remove the outer
with the hexagonal crimp
6 to 8 mm, twist them and
protective jacket of 18mm
pliers. The center of each
insert the exposed portion
(if any)
crimp should be around 4
in each tubular connector.
• If the cable has a metal
mm from the edge. Crimp
In the case of cable with
braid, unbraid it (without
one side of the heating cable
metallic braid, insert the
cutting any wire) with the
and the other side on the
tip of a pen or a small metal twist which is cut to the same
non-heating conductors. If
length than the drivers in a
rod with a rounded end,
the cable has a metal braid,
tubular connector.
then group it and twist it in a
this braid is the ground
continuous beam
conductor.
• Remove the second
protection jacket of 10 mm.
minimum

Slide the sleeve over the
wires to the stop, using the
flat flap located on the
heating element side. The
tubular conductors are then
fully inserted in their places.

Position the assembly on the
filling support and lock it with
the flap which has a flange.
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Fill with liquid silicone in the
largest neck (connection
wires outlet). It is possible to
cut the insertion and filling
flaps after polymerization.
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Cables and accessories connection methods with silicone filling

Cut the ribbon to the requested
length. Remove 10 to 12 mm of the
metal protective braid (if any) in
order to ensure a good grip to the
silicone. Make sure that none of
the wires of this braid exceeds the
cut length, which could cause short
circuits.

Insert the silicone sleeve on the
ribbon end to the stop by pulling
the bottom flap.

Position the assembly on the filling
support and lock it with the upper
flap of the sleeve, which has a
flange for this purpose.
Fill with liquid silicone in the upper
shell-hole.

It is possible to cut the insertion and
filling flaps after polymerization if
necessary.

Disc thermostat assembly (anti-freeze ofr other set points) on the end of line
(type A sleeves)

Cut the ribbon to the requested
length. Remove the first protective
jacket. Remove 15 to 16mm of the
second protective jacket and the
metal braid to (if any).

Position the silicone sleeve on the
heating ribbon . Strip 4mm on both
conductors.

Solder both wires on the disc
thermostat terminals. Then slide the
sleeve until the thermostat goes to
three stop in its place.

Position the assembly on the filling
support and lock it with the upper
flap of the sleeve, which has a
flange for this purpose.
Fill with liquid silicone in the upper
shell-hole. It is possible to cut the
insertion and filling flaps after
polymerization if necessary.

Connection methods for cables accessories with heat shrinkable sleeve

Strip the conductors of 6 to 8 mm,
twist them and insert the stripped
portion into each tubular connector. If both parts to connect are
multi conductor cables, removing
the protective jacket must be done
on the appropriate length in order
to properly slide a heat shrinkable
sleeve. If the cable has a metal
braid, unbraid it (without cutting
any wire) with the tip of a pen or
a small metal rod with a rounded
end, then group it and twist it in a
continuous beam. The conductors
and the twisted braid must be the
same lengths.
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Crimp the tubular connectors with
the hexagonal crimp pliers. If the
cable has a metal braid, crimp a
braid end in a tubular connector.
The center of each crimp should be
around 4 mm from the edge. Then
slide a insulation sleeve on each
conductor having a crimped tubular
connector. Insert the other element
conductors into the second end
of the tubular connectors. Crimp.
The center of each crimp should be
around 4 mm from the edge.

After checking the integrity of the
Slide the shrinkable sleeves to a
center position on the tubular con- shrink sleeves, put a heat shrinkable
sheath around the cable, on the
nectors. Shrink the sleeves one after
sleeves, and shrink the same way.
another with heat gun or a heat
Similarly, it is possible to seal the
source. Do not exceed the shrinking
opposite end as follows:
temperature, as this may destroy
If the ribbon has a protective metal
the sheath or cause cracks.
braid, remove a few millimeters
of its outer jacket to improve the
shrinkable sleeve grip. Ensure that
no wire of this braid could be in
contact with the conductors.
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Heating cable end (type E sleeves)

Specific accessories for heat tracing
Cables and sensors pipe mounting
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Stainless Steel tape 12.5 mm width
Although more expensive than the traditional aluminum tapes, this
solution is perfectly temperature-resistant, and allows fast and durable assembly, and the ability to reposition or replace cables. It can
also cost effectively replace the hose serrage. Tape having evenly
spaced tabs. These foldable tabs allow to set the heating cables at a
constant distance.
Mounting:
• Longitudinally spot welded on the walls of tanks or pipes.
• On the pipe circumference, by cutting the circumference and tightening in 2 holes with a M4 screw and a nut through the holes of the two
bent ends.
Allows the clamping on any pipe diameter.
Reference
6YTBT01250304
6YTBT01250430
6YTBTKIT4

Description
Stainless steel 304 tape 304, 50 m reel
Stainless steel 430 tape 304, 50 m reel
Box of 50 truss head screws 25mm length +
M4 nuts, for clamping on the diameter

Mounting plate for temperature sensor dia 5 or 6 mm
Made of flexible Stainless Steel 304, 0.5mm thickness. Allows
the mounting and protection of temperature sensors and
thermostat bulbs.
• Its flexibility allows mounting on most pipe diameters.
• Compatible with the Pt100 and NTC sensors shown on
page 51
Reference

6YTPF160032

Pipe mounting plate for M20x1.5 temperature sensor
Made of Stainless Steel 304.
• Compatible with the Pt100 and NTC sensors shown on page
102
• Compatible with fixed setting thermostats with M20x1.5
thread shown on page 94
Reference

6YTPF060030M20

Mounting example of M20 threaded sensor or thermostat
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Specific accessories for heat tracing
Mounting brackets and stands

Can also be used for flat surface or a wall mounting, using the
two dia. 8mm holes 80 mm spacing.
• The mounting bracket on the side of the box is removable,
allowing to slide the tab into a rectangular hole of the same
size and to mount it on hold on the piping, then assembling
the box and make the connections after closing, insulating
and installing the protection metal sheet. When the sealing
of the crossing is required, use silicone sealant at the interface
between the stand and the insulation sheet or use a mounting
stand with bottom outlet.
• Mounting done without any play between the supporting
bracket and the hole in the insulation sheet . The cables are
protected by the rectangular stainless steel tube. The cable
outlet at the bottom can be done on both sides (top and bottom).
Rectangular hole in the insulation sheet: 32 mm x 64 mm (gaskets: see page 111).
• The bottom: in contact with the pipe and has an internal
M20x1.5 thread which allows to mount a temperature sensor or surface thermostat (see pages 94 and 102). It includes
guide slots for hose clamps and two dia. 8 mm holes for wall
screw-mounting.
• The top accepts:
- All control box models with mechanical or electronic thermostat (with two rear outlets through M20 x 1.5 glands).
- The circuit breaker boxes, with rear or bottom outlet.
- The junction boxes, with rear or bottom outlet.
- The heat exchanger boxes for solid state relays, with rear or
bottom outlet.
- Through-insulation plates with one or two outlets.
Important: when using aluminum boxes with forced ventilation (power static relays), one should check that the thickness of
the rear cabinet is compatible with the stem length and the insulation thickness (especially for vertical pipe mountings and
sole aluminum case, or mounted centrally if several boxes are on the same stand).
Kit includes: Stainless Steel bottom mounting bracket, top mounting bracket, screws for mounting on the box.
Reference
6YTPF102099M20
On order: stand with different length.
Gaskets : see page 111

Mounting example of surface temperature sensor integrated in the stand
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Side mounting bracket for horizontal pipe, with 100mm offset.

Specific accessories for heat tracing
Side mounting bracket for vertical pipe, with 100mm offset.
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Can also be used for attachment to flat surface or a wall.
Other features similar to the side bracket for horizontal tube
on page 108.
Kit includes: Stainless Steel bottom mounting bracket, top
mounting bracket, screws for mounting on the box.
Reference
6YTPF102099M20V
On order: stand with different length.
Gaskets: see page 111

Bottom vertical outlet bracket, with 100mm offset, 180mm overall length
Allows the outlet from the insulation in the bottom part of the
pipe, at the junction of the protection metal sheet.
32 x 64 mm drilling
Can be used for a top outlet, in this case pipe-box distance:
225 mm.
Kit includes: Stainless Steel bottom mounting bracket, top
mounting bracket, screws for mounting on the box.
Reference
Gaskets: see page 111

6YTPF102284M20H

Through-insulation plates
Outlet (s) through M20x1.5 threaded sleeve(s)
• All stainless steel construction
• 4 holes diameter 4.5 mm
These plates are mounted with 4 screws + nuts on the pipe
mounting stands, or 4 rivets or Parker screws on outer metal
sheet of the insulation.
If necessary to provide a seal between the plate and the insulation sheet: use the 10 mm thick silicone foam gasket (see
page 111) or some silicone sealant (not supplied).
These plates accept :
• One outlet model:
• M20x1.5 standard cable gland (page 111)
• M20x1.5 standard cable gland with protection jacket support
(page 111)
• End Of Line light (page 102)
• Antifreeze thermostats threaded M20x1.5 (page 94)
• Temperature sensors Pt100 and NTC M20x1.5 (page 102)
Stuffing for standard cable glands and round or flat wires
(pages 110)
• Polyamide plugs (page 111)
• Models with two outlets may receive all possible combinations of two of these accessories

Reference
6YTPF086050M201
6YTPF086050M202

Description
One outlet PGM20
Two outlets PGM20

Mounting examples on a through-insulation plate

Pt100 sensor for ambient temperature control

ISO M20 gland and indicator light
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Specific accessories for heat tracing

Reference
(Box of 10 identical
sets)

N°

Hole dimensions

Stainless steel
washer diameters

6YTPG18011060090
6YTPG18021050100

1

1 x (6 x 9)

14

2

1 x (5 x 10)

14

6YTPG18031047118

3

1 x (4.7 x 11.8)

14

6YTPG18041080120

4

1 x (8 x 12)

14

6YTPG18051050135

5

1 x (5 x13.5)

14

6YTPG18061063115

6

1 x (6.3 x 11.5)

14

6YTPG18072019000

7

2 x 1.9

10

6YTPG18083019000

8

3 x 1.9

10

6YTPG18093025060

9

3 x (2.5 x 6)

14

6YTPG18103030050

10

3 x (3 x 5)

14

6YTPG18111030000

11

1x3

4

6YTPG18122030000

12

2x3

10

6YTPG18133030000

13

3x3

10

6YTPG18141024000

14

1 x 2.4

4

6YTPG18152024000

15

2 x 2.4

10

6YTPG18163024000

16

3 x 2.4

10

6YTPG18171019000

17

1 x 1.9

4

6YTPG18181060000

18

1x6

10

6YTPG18191015000*

19

1 x 1.5

10

6YTPG18205019000
20
5 x 1.9
10
* This model is designed for capillary 1 and 1.5 mm thermostats, and is
slotted to permit the insertion of bulbs thereof.

Available for flat or round cables, wires and capillaries.
Their rear parts have an elastic conical tip tightening on
the conductor. They are compressed by the M20 brass
nuts (page 111).
Supplied with a stainless steel washer of appropriate
diameter. Such stuffings may allow conductor dimensions slightly less than the diameter of 0.2mm (or height
or width).
Material: 50 shore black silicone
Compatibility :
Hole dia.
1.9
2.4

3

6

Wire or cable types
• AWG18, FEP insulated, 300V (0.75 mm²)
• AWG15, FEP insulated, 300V (1.5 mm²)
• 0.75 mm² and 1 mm², silicone insulated.
• H05VK 0.75 or 1mm²
• H07VK 1.5 mm²
• Silicone 1.5 mm²
• 2 x AWG22 (0.34 mm²) FEP insulated
• 3 x AWG22 (0.34 mm²) FEP insulated
• 2 x 0.5 mm² silicone insulated
• 3 x 0.5 mm² silicone insulated
• 3 x 0.75 H03VVF

Special dimensions: contact us
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Stuffing sets for cable glands on M20x1.5 threaded outlets
Assembly example

Specific accessories for heat tracing
M20 Brass nuts for cable rear outlets and other supports with M20x1.5 thread
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The gland stuffing boxes are compressed between two nuts, one with flat seat located inside the box or of the plate,
the other with a tapered seat, and which mounts outside.
The outer nut goes first, then its rotation is blocked by the plastic clip which pins fit into the dedicated slots in the
boxes. The silicone gasket, washer and second nut are then mounted from the inside and tightened with the above
mentioned screwdriver. Silicone seals and washers must be ordered separately (see page 110)
Reference
6YTRAKITM20
6YTRAM20PLAT
6YTRAM20CONE
6YTRAM20CLIP

Description
Kit comprising a nut with a tapered seat nut and a locking clip (for glands on page 110)
Flat seat nut, alone (20p box)
Tapered seat nut, alone (20p box)
Plastic securing clip (20p box)

Screwdriver for M20x1.5 split nut
Used for tightening the nuts of M20x1.5 glands
Stainless Steel 304 thickness 3mm.
Reference

6YTTL001

Polyamide cable gland ISO M20x1.5, M24 x1.5, M25x1.5
Polyamide UL 94-V2 halogen free
Operating temperature : - 40 °C + 100 °C
Designed for clamping round cables
Packaging: 10 pieces bag
Reference
6YTPEM20C075140
6YTPEM24C090160
6YTPEM25C130180

Double clamping M16 cable gland

Cable dia.
7,5 to 14
9 to 16
13 to 18

Pitch
M20x1.5
M24x1.5
M25x1.5

This ISO M16 nickel plated brass cable gland has a double clamping , this allows to
clamp on the capillary or on the cable, and also on the flexible corrugated tube dia.
10 mm, plastic or stainless steel
Référence

6YTEPMB16DC10

Polyamide gland M20 x 1.5 for corrugated pipe
Polyamide UL 94-V2 halogen free
Allows connection to a protective corrugated tube on a M20x1.5 threaded
outlet. Does not provide sealing or conductor fastening
Reference
6YTPEM20T12
6YTPEM20L12

Outlet
straight
90°

Corrugated pipe dia.
12
12

Polyamide plug for ISO cable glands threads

Through insulation sealing gaskets

Polyamide UL 94-V2 halogen free
Used to closes a hole for ISO cable glands. Supplied with gasket.
Reference
Pitch
6YTPEM16B
M16 x 1.5
6YTPEM20B
M20 x 1.5
6YTPEM24B
M24 x 1.5
6YTPEM25B
M25 x 1.5
Packaging: 10 pieces bag
For stands and through insulation kits on pages 108 and 109.
Silicone made, they mount sandwiched between the through-insulation plate and
the metal sheet. The foam gasket allows mounting on protective plates of small
diameter, with the foam hugging the bending angle.
Temperature resistance 180 ° C
Reference
Description
6YTJOMS10040086
Silicone foam gasket 10mm thickness
6YTJOMN10040086
PVC-NBR foam gasket 10mm thickness
6YTJOPS01140086
Silicone foam gasket 1mm thickness
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Specific accessories for heat tracing

Coupling brackets for side-by-side boxes on the same heattracing stand
This all stainless steel accessory allows the mounting of two
or three boxes side by side on the same stand, including
SSR boxes with or without a fan.
Application examples :
2 boxes :
• Control + SSR power control
• Control + distribution box
• Control + breaker box
3 boxes :
• Control + SSR power control + breaker box
• Control + SSR power control + distribution box
• Control + breaker box + distribution box
Not suitable for mounting next to a SSR box with fan and fan
guard.
Kit composition: one bottom bracket, one top bracket +
8 screws
Two sets are required if 3 units are mounted side by side
Reference

6YMLK140012F

Coupling bracket set for coupling a SSR box with fan and fan guard and another box
Allows the coupling of a box with forced ventilation and a
standard box.
Kit composition: one bottom bracket, one top bracket +
8 screws
Reference
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6YMLK140012L
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Coupling brackets

Introduction to hexagonal crimping

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

The hexagonal crimping is the fastest way to connect two wires together, especially if this connection should be subjected
to repeated thermal shocks. It is also the less bulky connection. Crimping this way is commonly used for cables of gauges
higher than 10mm². By proper selection of components to use, good selection of crimping tools, and subject to compliance
with certain simple rules, this type of connection is also safer for conductors of smaller gauges, as it makes an evenly
distribution of the clamping force on the terminal perimeter.

Wire stripping: use a wire stripper uppermost, following the instructions not to cut wires or damage the insulation. Respect the
specified strip lengths.
Conductor insertion: A terminal should contain only one single cable at each end.
Insert the wire until the insulation comes into contact with the outside of the connector. The distance between the insulation
and the shell of the connector must be less than 1mm. Ensure that all strands are within the barrel of the terminal. Twist them
if necessary;
In the case of heating cables with a heating wire wound around a glass silk core, it may be necessary to strip to a greater length,
cut the glass silk core strip to the recommended length, then wrap the excess heating wire on the fiberglass core waste. Ensure
that in this case, the heating wire does not fill at the entrance when inserted into the connector, because the crimping would be
made on the glass silk core only.
Crimping: first crimp one side, to the specified hexagon dimension according to the diameter or wire gauge. The center of crimping must be in the middle of the stripped section of the lead. Crimp until the ratchet automatically releases the opening of the
pliers. When the first side is crimped, insert the second lead and crimp.

Once the crimping is correctly carried out, the contact resistance value of is less than 5 milliohms. The total length of the tubular connector increases from 4% to 6% as a result of crimping.

Comparative tests of breakout strengths (daN, single hexagonal crimping)
Terminal type

Heating wire
0.75 mm² lead 0.8 mm² lead
1.5 mm² lead 1.65 mm² lead
dia. 0.3mm on
(AWG18)
(AWG15)
fiberglass core
0.8mm
Internal dia. 1.9
10
120
130
340
375
Internal dia. 2.3
N/A
N/A
N/A
190
200
Note: average values measured with the adjustment of the closed position of the pliers in middle position
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2,5 mm² lead

N/A
>500
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Tubular terminals for connection with hexagonal crimping
on gauges up to 2.5mm²

Reference
(100 pieces box)
6YTCORC019033016
6YTCORC023036016

Lead gauge (mm²)

Selection of the crimping insert according to the lead gauge and the terminal type
1.9 x 3.3 terminal
Spiral on glass silk core
0.75 mm²
AWG18
1.5 mm²
dia 0.8 mm
N°1
N°1
N°1
N°2

Internal
dia.
1.9
2.3

0.5 to 1.5
1.5 to 2.5

External
dia.
3.3
3.9

AWG15

2.5 mm²

N°2

No

AWG15
(1.65mm²)
N°2

2.5 mm²

2.3 x 3.9 terminal

Spiral on glass silk core
dia 0.8 mm
No

0.75 mm²

AWG18
(0.8 mm²)
No

No

1.5 mm²
N°2

N°3

Pre-crimped non heating ends
3 conductors set, 300V FEP insulation, for non heating output. Equipped
with cable shoes at one end and a tubular connector crimped at the
other end, they save time on site by limiting cutting, stripping and
crimping operations.
Each set includes a black wire for the phase, a blue wire for the neutral
and a green and yellow wire for the earth.
Temperature resistance: 180°C
Reference

Gauge

6YTCORRC18F0300S

AWG 18
(0.75 mm²)
AWG 18
(0.75 mm²)
AWG 15
(1.5 mm²)
AWG 15
(1.5 mm²)

6YTCORRC18F1000S
6YTCORRC15F0300S
6YTCORRC15F1000S

Lead external dia.
1.9

Length

1.9

1000

2.4

300

2.4

1000

300

Hexagonal crimping pliers for tubular terminals
Can also be used to crimp temperature sensor tubes on round cables.
Insert width: 3 mm.
For crimping wire end ferrules in accordance with DIN 46 267 Part 1
High crimping quality due to the unlockable ratchet
The force is amplified by the knee lever reduction
Easy cable output with its opening system
Low weight (500 grams).
Dimension across flats of hexagonal inserts:
n°1: 2.2; n°2: 2.5; n°3: 2.7, n°4: 3.1
Reference
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6YTTL003
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Allows in-line connection of leads with different gauges, including spiral
heating wires on fiberglass cores. The pods must be protected by a heat
shrink sleeve if a sealing connection plug with silicone filling is not used.
Stripping length of the leads: 6+1/-0 mm.
Crimping center position: 4 mm +/-1 from the edge.
Length: 16 mm
Material: tin plated copper

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Introduction to heat shrinkable sleeves
Heat shrinkable sleeves were invented in 1960 by the company Raychem. The tubes are made by extrusion, and subjected to
molecular modification by radiation of an electron gun. Their expansion can still be obtained or increased by mechanical stress
(swelling hot). Then, when heated above a certain temperature, the molecular structure changes and the tubes return to their
original shape. The double-walled sheaths are generally co-extruded with an inner wall fusing at a lower temperature than the
outer wall. This inner fusible wall can be EVA, polypropylene, polyamide or FEP according to the material of the outer wall and
applications.
The choice of a heat-shrinkable sleeve for insulating heating cables is the result of a multi-parameter equation. Firstly the
sheath must withstand the temperature of the heating cable. It is the parameter “Temperature resistance after heating”. Secondly, it must be able to shrink on the cable, leads and connectors that will be connected and stay properly on without slipping,
it is the parameter “Shrink ratio”. It must also be able to shrink without any damage on the heating cable due the requested
shrinking temperature. It is the parameter ‘’Shrink temperature’’. It must be electrically insulating at the operating voltage value
and not too thick for this insulation value: it is the parameter “Insulation Voltage”, which will determine the minimum sheath
thickness.
It should not be a factor of flame spread. This is the parameter “Flame Class rate’’. It must in some cases not only provide an
electrical insulation, but also provide a sufficient protection level against liquid penetration. This parameter is the “Double
wall”. And when all these major parameters are known and selected, the cheaper solution remains to be found.
Other minor criteria such as flexibility, color, UV resistance (important if the ducts are used outdoors), the corrosive action of
the sheath on copper leads, Rohs and Reach Directives, are still to be taken into account.
The shrink temperature is an important criterion, and the ways to reach it are essential to the quality of the result. One must
not exceed the temperature of destruction of the sheath or of the product on which it is put on. Do not burn it: the use of
gas guns with direct flame may cause early carbonization. Ensure a proper distribution of heat over the entire surface and all
around the sheath, for the duration of a proper shrinkage and, in the case of double-walled sheaths, for the required time to
shrink the outer wall and merge the inner wall.
Comparative chart of the main characteristics of the heat shrinkable sleeves on the market place
Price levels are calculated with PVC as basis 1
Only self-extinguishing or UL94VO versions were selected

Temperature
resistance after
shrinkage
(°C)

PVC

Cross-link
polyolefin

Double wall
cross-link
polyolefin

Neoprene

Poly Vinylidene
Fluoride
PVDF ***

FEP **

Silicone
rubber

Fluor Elastomer
Viton

PTFE

Double
wall,
PTFE+FEP

-30+105

-55+135

-55+125

-75+120

-55+175

-60+200

-60+250

-75+150

-60+260
(400: short
time peaks)

-60+230
(400: short
time peaks)

Shrink ratio

2 :1

3 :1 to 4 :1

2 :1 to 4 :1

2 :1

2 :1

1.3:1 to 2:1

1.4:1 to 1.9:1

2 :1

2 :1 to 4 :1

3 :1

Shrink temperature, °C*

70-100

80-125

80-125

135

175

190
(175 - 210
depending on
quality)

150

150

325-340

320-360°
depending
on
quality, 5 to
10 minutes

Insulation
voltage
Kv/mm

30 to 60

20 to 25

20 to 25

13

10 to 30

20 to 24

18 to 20

7,9

25

25

Miscellaneous

Numerous
colors

Low UV
resistance
except black
color

Low UV
resistance
except black
color

The greatest
flexibility

Low flexibility
Very good
resistance to
chemicals and
perforation

Good
resistance to
UV and radiations

Thick-walled,
flexible

Very flexible

Difficult to
shrink.
Excellent
chemical
resistance

Very difficult
to shrink.
Excellent
chemical
resistance

Prix

1

3

8

15

22

30

50

60

75

100

* The lowest temperatures can shrink to 65 ° C with some crosslinked elastomers.
** EFF variants such as ETFE and PFA have similar characteristics.
*** Available in flexible version, with 150 ° maximum temperature. The low flexibility variant (175 ° C) is also known as Kynar.
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Heat shrink sleeves and sheaths

The retractable sheaths below were selected as the best compromise for applications in common heating cables.

The single-wall sleeves provide electrical insulation, but no protection against liquid penetration. When shrinking, it is important
not to exceed the temperature of destruction of the sheath or of the insulation of the heating wire (refer to the values provided
by the manufacturers). See page 115 for implementation.
Insulation voltage: 600V
Flame Class UL: VW1
Shrink ratio: 3:1
Minimum temperature to reach the shrink ratio 3: 100°C
Temperature resistance: 125°C continuous
Composition: Rohs and Reach compliant
Dia 4.8 mm

Dia 12.7 mm

Reference
6YTGANL0S0480030
6YTGANN0S0480030

Dimensions before shrinkage
4.8 mm x 30 mm**
4.8 mm x 30 mm**

Marking
Black sleeve L marking
Black sleeve L marking

6YTGAN00S0482000

4.8mm, 20m roll

Black, no marking

6YTGAV00S0480030
6YTGAV00S0482000
6YTGAN00S1270050
6YTGAN00S1272000

4.8 mm x 30 mm**
4.8mm, 20m roll
12, 7 mm x 50 mm*
12,7 mm, 20m roll

Green sleeve
Green, no marking
Black, no marking
Black, no marking

* Allows to bring together two or three crimped conductors in a same protection sleeve.
** 100 pieces bag
Note: using heat shrink sleeves does not provide any sealing.

Double wall crosslink polyolefin heat shrink sleeve.

The double-walled sleeves provide electrical insulation and some protection against the liquid penetration, depending greatly on
the conditions of implementation. When shrinking, it is important not to exceed the temperature of destruction of the sheath
or of the insulation of the heating wire (refer to the values provided by the manufacturers). Upon heating of the sleeve, the inner part will liquefy while the outer part shrinks and press the liquefied part against the cable and accessories. See page 115 for
implementation.
Insulation voltage: UL 600V,
Flame Class UL: VW1
Shrink ratio: 3:1
Minimum temperature to reach the shrink ratio 3: 110°C
Temperature resistance: 125°C continuous
Composition: Rohs and Reach compliant
Dimensions before shrinkage: dia 4,8 length 30 mm or dia 12,7 length 50 mm.
Dia 4.8 mm

Dia 12.7 mm

Reference
6YTGANL0D0480030
6YTGANN0D0480030

Dimensions before shrinkage
4.8 mm x 30 mm**
4.8 mm x 30 mm**

Marking
Black sleeve L-F marking
Black sleeve N-F marking

6YTGAN00D0482000

4.8mm, 20m roll

Black, no marking

6YTGAV00D0480030
6YTGAV00D0482000
6YTGAN00D1270050
6YTGAN00D1272000

4.8 mm x 30 mm **
4.8mm, 20m roll
12.7 mm x 50 mm*, **
12.7 mm, 20m roll

Green sleeve, F marking
Green, no marking
Black, F marking
Black, No marking

* Allows to bring together two or three crimped conductors in a same protection sleeve.
** 100 pieces bag
Note: using heat shrink sleeves provides a better sealing against water penetration and a better mechanical support though a perfect sealing is not guaranteed,
especially if they are used on an unsleeved metal braid or when the shrinkage is
poorly done.

Example of heat shrink sleeve protection

Lead insulation
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Several conductors reworked

Insulation of heating cable end
(the sleeve is pinched hot then cut)
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Single wall crosslink polyolefin heat shrink sleeve

Connection on a screw terminal block
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Screw terminal block use

For proper use of these screw terminals, it is first necessary to strip the leads on the specified length. A too
long stripping reduces insulation distances and may lead to a short circuit when the cables are twisted or
bent. A too short stripping makes the insulation penetrate the terminal, with the risk of tightening on the
insulation.
As this terminal block will generally be located in a hot zone, with alternative cycles of heating and cooling,
screws should be tightened with the recommended torque to prevent loosening of terminals due to thermal
cycling.

Tubular connection box with screw terminal block for heating cables
It is used to connect two cables end to end or for connecting a flat heating cable on a non-heating
round cable without heating and without silicone filling.
It also enables mechanical protection around two cables connected together by crimping and
insulated with shrink sleeves.
Protection: black anodized aluminum tube, dia 22 mm x 150 mm
End fittings: M20x1,5. To mount at each end either a standard cable gland M20x1.5 or pads for
flat cables M20x1.5
Internal connection: a 3 poles round ceramic block with screw terminals, gauge 2.5 mm ².
Stripping length: 6+1/-0mm.
Maximum lead diameter: 3.2 mm.
Torque: 0.6 Nm +/-25%
Electrical insulation of the tube: internal Kapton sleeve
References
66FS150022000C12
66FS150022000C22
66FS150022000C32
66FS150022000C42
66FS150022000C13
66FS150022000C23
66FS150022000C33
66FS150022000C43

Ceramic screw
terminal block
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
no

End A

End B

Gland ISO M20 polyamide
No gland, no accessories
Brass nut M20*
Brass nut M20*
Gland ISO M20 polyamide
No gland, no accessories
Brass nut M20*
Brass nut M20*

Gland ISO M20 polyamide
No gland, no accessories
Brass nut M20*
Gland ISO M20 polyamide
Gland ISO M20 polyamide
No gland, no accessories
Brass nut M20*
Gland ISO M20 polyamide

* : gland accessories to be ordered separately, see references on page 57

Note: these tubular housings are in aluminum so the heat from the heating cables can quickly evacuate to the outside, without internal overheating. Plastic versions of the same size are available on request, but not recommended
although more economic.

Example of connection in a tubular box
Regulatory labels
Plastic adhesive. Resistant to cold, UV, and weathering. To be put every 5m all over the insulation cover
sheet.
Bag of 20 labels 180 x 60 mm French /English. Other languages on request.
References

6YTNT3000000207A
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Unsheathing and stripping tools

Common diameters of copper leads (mm)

Gauge
0.5 mm²
0.75 mm²
1 mm²
1.5 mm²
2.5 mm²
AWG22
AWG20
AWG18
AWG16
AWG15
AWG14

Diameter
(solid core, multistrand)
0.8-0.92
0.98-1.14
1.13-1.29
1.38-1.59
1.78-2.01
0.65-0.8
0.81-0.95
1-1.2
1.3-1.5
1.45- 1.6
1.65-1.9

Unsheathing and stripping these flat special shape leads is a long and
tough work, causing a lot of waste.
We have developed these tools specifically for stripping and unsheathing
to reduce these times, and significantly reduce installation times. Each
pliers comes with a set of jaws.
Parallel lead stripping
Reference
Sapcing
Lead diameter
N°
between leads
6YTTL04A1
3,5; 4,8; 5,7
1 to 1.5 mm (multistrand
A1
AWG 18 to AWG16 and 0.75
to 1 mm²)
6YTTL04A2
3,5; 4,8; 5,7
1.5 to 1.9 mm (multistrand
A2
AWG15 to 14, and 1.5 to 2
mm²)
6YTTL04A3
3,5; 4,8; 5,7
2 to 2.3 mm (multistrand
A3
AWG 12 to 2.5 mm²)
Tip: Stripping the self-regulating cable is easier after the semi conductive
plastic part has been warmed with a heat gun.
Oblong cables stripping
Reference
Dimension
N°
6YTTL04B1
2,2 x 8 mm
B1
6YTTL04B2
3 x 10.5 mm
B2
6YTTL04B3
3,5 x 8,5 mm
B3
6YTTL04B4
4 x 10 mm
B4
6YTTL04B5
4 x 12 mm
B5
6YTTL04B6
4,5 x 7,5mm
B6
Select the pliers sizes according to the dimensions of the part which
should not be unsheathed
Combined pliers for flat cable unsheathing and stripping
Reference
6YTTL04AB1

Dimension
N°
2 x dia 2.3 , 3.8 spacing and 7.5
AB1
x 4 mm oblong
Realization of special pliers: Available on request, send us samples of
your cables.
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Wire strippers for 2 conductors flat heating cable

Plastic housings and boxes for temperature controls
and heating elements
Standard material of the connection boxes: black PA66 fiberglass RAL9005 (14th character = G) or die cast aluminum (14th character = A) epoxy paint RAL7015
Standard material for the room thermostat boxes: PC/ABS fiberglass RAL1010 (14th character = L). References without glands.

30 x 30 x29 mm
66FS030030029G1A

30 x 30 x30 (Octogone)
66FS030030030G1A

48 x 48 x 59 mm
66FS0480480590G1A

Dia 55, H 66 mm
66FSRND055066G1A

Dia 55, H 66mm
66FSRND055066G2A

Dia 55, H 86 mm
66FSRND055086G1A

100 x 50 x 55 mm
66FS10050055G1A

77 x 54 x 42 mm
66FS077054042P7A

77 x 54 x 42 mm
66FS077054042P4A

Dia100, H 100 mm
66FSRND100100G1A

180 x 130 x 78 mm
66FS180130078G2A

180 x 130 x 78 mm
66FS180130078G3A

180 x 130 x 92 mm
66FS180130092G1A

130 x 130 x 150 mm
66FS130130150G1A

200 x 77 x 58 mm
66FS200077058L1C

200 x 77 x 58 mm
66FS200077058L2C

150 x 80 x 37 mm
66FS150080038L1C

150 x 80 x 37 mm
66FS150080038L2C

150 x 80 x 37 mm
66FS150080038L3C

150 x 80 x 37 mm
66FS150080038L4C

115 x 70 x 38 mm
66FS115070038L1C

572 x 96 x 64 mm
66FS572096064L1C

573 x 79 x 67 mm
66FS573079067L1C

165 x 85 x 85 mm
66FS160085085G1A

Metal housings

Standard finish of aluminum and alloy housings: epoxy paint RAL7015 (last character of the reference = H). Contact us for other colors or sand finish (1).
Sheet metal housing: epoxy RAL9005 (A)? Contact us for other colors. Stainless steel BA (0)

31 x 19 x 10 mm
66FS031019010Z1H

114 x 30 x 40 mm
66FS114030040V10

Dia 90, H 36mm
66FSRND090036V10

78 x 66 x 50 mm
66FS07806650A1H

100 x 54 x 53 mm
66FS100053054A1H

104 x 70 x 77 mm
66FS104070077A1H

104 x 70 x 82 mm
66FS104077082A1H

78 x78 x74 mm
66FS07607067A1H

104 x 84 x mm
66FS104084060A1H

115 x 75 x 75 mm
66FS115075075Z1H

105 x 105 x 96 mm
66FS105105096A1H

114 x 89 x 66 mm
66FS114089060A1H

160 x 105 x 90 mm
66FS160105090A1H

159 x 124 x 92 mm
66FS159124092A1H

175 x 86 x 40 mm
66FS175086040A1H

180 x 130 x 78 mm
66FS180130078A1H

180 x 130 x 78 mm
66FS180130078A2H

180 x 130 x 95 mm
66FS180130095A1H
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